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Target 120904374 

Remote Viewer: Daz Smith 

Method: CRV 

Protocol: Front - the target is an object - describe. 

Date: 07 September 2012 

 

The target comprises of: 

structured object. 

 

The object is: 

Man made. 

Feels like it has more than one part to it. 

The target felt both large and heavy but also smaller and intricate in places. 

 

 

The larger component: 

regular, linear shaped. 

boxy, rectangular, linear with edges. 

it felt cool, slick, hard and solid to the touch. 

it was: 

a composed shape, designed, looks were important as well as its function. 

I felt there was a join  -or a lipped area where parts met. 

A sense of interlocked parts to it - fitted parts/fitted together. 

It felt: 

man made, worked, by hand - manipulated material. 

ornate, designed, creative. 

From above: 

I felt there as a linear/boxy shape with intersected components. 

the intersectings were long, linear, thin, dry. 

There was space around the structured object. 

I felt there was a use of space within the object. 
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This felt tactile - i felt the want to touch this. 

I also felt there was a curved part to the object here. 

In front of the target: 

it was smooth, linear, horizontal with a smooth surface, nice to touch, tactile, glossy. 

The entire target: 

Boxy, linear, smooth and also textured. tactile, heavy, solid and grey. 

At the side: 

Felt textured, long, linear, rectangular, ornate, man made. 

The taskers 'need' for the target: 

Feels strange both large & solid but also intricate - detailed, with pleasing aesthetic, pleasing 

to the eye, but also fees rough textured. 

Two parts to this maybe? 

 

The target also felt: 

Past related, old. 

The location feel large, spacious, tall and hollow - has reverb/echo. 

I also felt there was a solid, curved form to part of the target - I felt that something smaller 

was involved and this goes inside. 

The target felt male? 

feels like a male ritualistic behaviour -a want, a need, a must have - related to it. 

functional but also ornate/pleasing, a display of wealth. 

It felt lipped, or that it could be opened. 
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Target 0909-2012 

Remote Viewer: Daz Smith 

Method: CRV 

Protocol: Front - describe the use. 

Date: 09 September 2012 

 

The target comprises of: 

structured 

land 

life 

The land is: 

soft, uneven, and raised by man. 

I feel something in relation to this target is buried or half buried in land - embedded. 

A long time ago - during a ritual involving only men. 

 

The Structured is 

Man made. 

Feels like it has more than one part to it. 

hard, solid, layered. 

I feel there is something inside - a used compartment. 

this feel darker, packed with a dark, grainy materials - like wet ash. 

This feels like it is in part due to a ceremony. 

The target feels like it was meant to be touched/used. 

I see people touching it - holding it. 

This feels like a mix of both knowledge and also pomp & ceremony. 

A passing of knowledge form man to man. 

 

Life, 

i see only male, over 30, they feel primitive - look primitive. not modern. 

this feels like an event - an occasion, time based. 

A happy occasion - celebration. 

There are voices in unison, a 'tone' from them. 
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There is a ceremony - like  a passing form one to another. 

A precession - carrying objects. 

This feels religious - but not like religion as I know it - simpler. 

 

The use of the object: 

A knowledge contained with the object. Not known to all. 

but used by the men. This feels  like part science - counting, distance and time? 

I feel calculation are made but only a few know how to. And knowledge then use by through 

ceremony. 

I feel the me look up to the sky or to the horizon as part of this and the calculation. 

The target gave answers and helped predict, calculated in some way. Time feels a part of 

this. 
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